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Introduction: Start Here! 

The contemporary generic individual eschews reading large amounts of text.  However, 

reading this introduction is absolutely imperative, because if readers regard this 

introduction material as content to be skipped—a practice applied to the vast majority 

of books—they will not understand how to effectively use the practice exercises 

contained within this worktext, thereby subverting their own systematic progression in 

learning Hwayih Woen.  For the reader’s convenience, instructional follow-along videos 

are also available at www.subscribestar.com/sinology-unbound.  The purpose of this 

content, whether in written or video form, is to render the question of “what to do 

next” perpetually clear and unambiguous.  

By design, this worktext assumes a key characteristic about the reader: namely, that 

(s)he finds memorizing the construction and/or sound values of the Junior Script 

phonetic characters too difficult, thereby creating retention issues.  If the student is 

already familiar with square-block tetragraphs, then this character course is not 

necessary, because the student should be able to learn and memorize the Junior Script 

directly.  However, for those students who have zero prior experience with any type of 

character-based script, this worktext is designed to be a very natural starting place.  

Although the complexity of the Junior Script can initially be somewhat overwhelming, 

they all break down into a common set of 60 simple shapes called “components,” 

meaning that mastering these 60 shapes immediately translates to an ability to write 

any Junior Script character (roughly—though not exactly—analogous to how mastering 

26 letters immediately enables one to spell out any English word under direction).  60 

might initially seem like a large number; however, this set further subdivides into 4 

categories: 

• Non-Derivative Particles (a.k.a. NDPs)—components that do not function as 

independent characters, but still nevertheless possess standard pronunciation 

and can be found as entries within Chinese dictionaries, 

• Shifters—components that are considered to be alternative forms of standard, 

common use characters,  

• Irreducibly Complex Characters (a.k.a. ICCs)—standard Chinese characters that 

require acknowledging sub-character components in order to dismantle; and,  

• Abbreviators—components that can only be acknowledged by removing some 

portion of a standard Chinese character (i.e. “abbreviating” it). 

Of all these categories, the Abbreviators require the most commentary because often 

times, these components do not exist in Unicode, which means that digitally referencing 

them requires acknowledging the full form of the character they abbreviate, a fact 

reflected in their naming conventions.    

http://www.subscribestar.com/sinology-unbound
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As students make their way through the units, this worktext will gradually demonstrate 

that Abbreviators themselves further divide into 4 subcategories according to the 

portion of the character that is retained post-abbreviation; namely: 

• Head Abbreviators—retaining the top of the character; 

• Foot Abbreviators—retaining the bottom of the character; 

• Frame Abbreviators—retaining an outer shape of the character; and, 

• Particle Abbreviators—retaining a loosely disconnected component of the 

character. 

The units of this worktext sequentially proceed through each section of the Junior 

Script, and then collate the 60 components according to that sequence.  

Regarding Digital Input:  

Students must understand that mastering these 60 components is the foundational logic 

that enables them to reliably construct all Junior Script characters by hand.  

Furthermore, this architectural logic is also what will enable the student to eventually 

transition into using a keyboard for touch typing input, regardless of which shape-based 

input method to which the student ultimately commits themselves.  To be sure, 

although these 60 components place the student in an extremely advantageous position 

when it comes to using either Cāngjié or Wǔbǐ, the transition to touch typing will not be 

immediate, because the procedure by which these 60 basic components are handled 

greatly differs between the Cāngjié and Wǔbǐ systems.  Supplementary lessons 

regarding information specific to either Cāngjié or Wǔbǐ can also be found at Sinology 

Unbound’s SubscribeStar page; but naturally, those lessons must necessarily assume a 

pre-established understanding of the 60 components in this worktext.  Now, this in no 

way suggests that these 60 base components are not immediately applicable in the 

context of digital character input—restricted to only pen and paper until some distant 

level of digital functionality finally arrives.  At this early stage of skill acquisition, word 

processing is unlikely to be an immediate need.  Far more relevant to the student at this 

stage is the ability to send brief text messages back and forth in the context of casual 

correspondence.  This is the arena that provides immediate relevance, applicability, and 

reinforcement to Junior Script users.  Fortunately, now that modern technology has at 

this point universalized touch screens vis-à-vis the smart phone, stroke input is now 

available to everyone, regardless of phone brand or operating system.  This facilitates 

very necessary stroke order practice while simultaneously providing access to digital 

input.  At this early stage of development, before the fundamentals are firmly 

established, students should not prioritize learning how to “type” the Junior Script—a 

skill that will assuredly come in due time.   
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Regarding Romanization Standards:  

Students should note that this worktext actively avoids using the Pīnyīn romanization 

standard, particularly as a pronunciation reference.  It is utterly unhelpful to the 

beginning student who has zero experience with any Sinitic language because it 

completely lacks transparent phonetic and spelling rules.  A Hwayih Woen context only 

amplifies this defect even further.  However, to accommodate Mandarin based 

pronunciation references for component names, this worktext provides two annotation 

alternatives for the reader’s convenience: the Zhùyīn Fúhào (注音符号) system[1]—

because it operates on a 1:1 symbol-to-sound ratio and can actually function as ruby 

text—and the Gwoyeu Romatzyh (国语罗马字) romanization system—because it 

negates the need for diacritics, thereby facilitating a tangible method for native English 

speaking students to reliably reproduce the naming conventions in their own notes, 

whether digital or handwritten.   

However, if students are unfamiliar with either of these systems, knowing the English 

names of the components is already sufficient.  By design, Hwayih Woen in and of itself 

lacks any kind of direct relationship to Mandarin; hence, its functionality does not 

require—even though it can accommodate—direct references to Mandarin.   

Regarding Unit Structure: 

In total, this worktext is comprised of 6 units, with each unit representing a different 

segment of the Junior Script chart.  Within each unit, students will work through four 

main segments:  

1. New Components—where the worktext will introduce to students new 

components relevant to the unit and their stroke orders; 

2. New Phonetics—where the worktext will introduce to students new Junior Script 

phonetic characters that can be compiled out of the newly learned components 

and their stroke orders; 

3. Substitution Recognition Exercises—where the worktext will require students to 

read through English text with an increasing number of sounds substituted out 

for Junior Script phonetic characters; and,  

4. Substitution Fill-in Exercises—where the worktext will require students to write 

in missing sounds in English words with newly learned Junior Script phonetic 

characters.  

Each unit will build upon the previous one(s) as a reinforcement mechanism. 

Notes: 

1. Material on learning Zhùyīn Fúhào (注音符号) will also be made available at 

www.subscribestar.com/sinology-unbound. 

http://www.subscribestar.com/sinology-unbound
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Unit One: 短
唼或夳

元音
甶岙旯

拶 

1.1 Short Vowels—Components  

The five short vowels of the English language, when rendered into the Junior Script, 

comprise of nine (9) base components.  Fortuitously, all four subcategories of 

components are represented within this initial set of nine.  They are listed as follows:  

• Non-Derivative Particles: 

o 丨—Thread  

• Shifters: [1] 

o 亻—Person’  

o 灬—Fire’  

• Irreducibly Complex Characters: 

o 口—Mouth  

o 土—Dirt  

o 木—Wood  

o 山—Mountain  

o 月—Moon 

• Abbreviators:  

o 黑字头—Blackhead [2] 

Notes: 

1. Because Shifters are understood to be alternative forms of ICCs, Hwayih Woen 

naming convention refers to the Shifters as the “prime forms” of their 

corresponding ICCs.  Therefore, the ICC 人 is called “person,” and 亻 is called 

“person-prime;” 火 is called “fire,” and 灬 is called “fire-prime,” etc.  

2.  Because the shape for “Blackhead”—at the time of this writing—does not exist 

in Unicode, Hwayih Woen naming convention acknowledges it here as the 

“head” portion of the character 黑. 

Exercise Instructions: 

Copy the components in the boxes below, being sure to follow the correct stroke order 

provided in the first row of each practice page.   
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Character Component Copy Practice: 丨
ㄍㄨㄣ

ˇ

/goen—Thread 
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Character Component Copy Practice: 单
ㄉㄢ

人
ㄖㄣ

ˊ

旁
ㄆㄤ

ˊ

/danrenparng—Person’ 
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Character Component Copy Practice: 四
ㄙ
ˋ

点
ㄉㄧㄢ

ˇ

火
ㄏㄨㄛ

ˇ

/syhdeanhuoo—Fire’ 
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Character Component Copy Practice: 口
ㄎㄡ

ˇ

/koou—Mouth
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Character Component Copy Practice: 土
ㄊㄨ

ˇ

/tuu—Dirt 
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Character Component Copy Practice: 木
ㄇㄨˋ

ˋ

/muh—Wood 
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Character Component Copy Practice: 山
ㄕㄢ

/shan—Mountain
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Character Component Copy Practice: 月
ㄩㄝ

ˋ
ˋ
ˋ

/yueh—Moon 
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Character Component Copy Practice: 黑
ㄏㄟ

字
ㄗˋ

头
ㄊㄡˊ

/heitzyhtour—Blackhead
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1.2 Short Vowels—Junior Script  

The short vowels of the English language are: ă, ĕ, ĭ, ŏ, and ŭ.  When written in the 

Junior Script, they are rendered as: 

• 嵓…as in apple (山+口); 

• 埜…as in egg (木+土); 

• 佀…as in intern (亻+丨+口);  

• 仴…as in octopus (亻+月) ; 

• 嚜…as in uncle (口+黑字头+土+灬). 

Exercise Instructions: 

Copy the phonetic characters in the boxes below, being sure to follow the correct stroke 

order provided in the first row(s) of each practice page.   
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Junior Script Copy Practice: 嵓 as in apple—ă  
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Junior Script Copy Practice: 埜 as in egg—ĕ  
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Junior Script Copy Practice: 佀 as in intern—ĭ  
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Junior Script Copy Practice: 仴 as in octopus—ŏ  
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Junior Script Copy Practice: 嚜 as in uncle—ŭ  
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1.3 Substitution Recognition Exercises 

Provided below are a series of sentences with sounds substituted out from individual 

words using phonetic characters.  To avoid spacing ambiguity arising from mixing 

typeset—thereby clearing demarcating the beginning and ending of terms—individual 

words with substitutions are encapsulated in boxes.   

Exercise Instructions: 

Read aloud the numbered passages, being sure to associate the appropriate sound with 

the phonetic character.  

1) 

佀 n th嚜 garden st嵓 nds 嚜 tree.  佀 n springtime 佀 t b埜 rs flowers;  

佀 n 仴 tumn, fruit. 

2) 

佀 ts fruit 佀 s kn仴 ledge, teaching th嚜 good gardener how to 

嚜 nderstand th嚜 world. 

3) 

Fr嚜 m 佀 t he learns how th嚜 tree grows fr嚜 m seed to s嵓 pling,  

fr嚜 m s嵓 pling to maturity, 嵓 t l嵓 st r埜 dy to 仴 ffer more life;  

4) 

嵓 nd fr嚜 m maturity to age 嵓 nd sleep, wh埜 nce 佀 t returns to th嚜 埜 lements 

嚜 f things.   

5) 

Th嚜 埜 lements 佀 n turn feed new births; s嚜 ch 佀 s nature’s  

m埜 thod, 嵓 nd 佀 ts parallel w佀 th th嚜 course 嚜 f humankind.  
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6) 

佀 t w嚜 s fr嚜 m th嚜 f仴 ll 嚜 f 嚜 fruit fr嚜 m s嚜 ch 嚜 tree th嵓 t new  

佀 nspiration came for 佀 nquiry 佀 nto th嚜 nature 嚜 f things. 

7) 

Wh埜 n Newton s嵓 t 佀 n h佀 s garden, 嵓 nd s仴 wh嚜 t no one  

h嵓 d seen before: th嵓 t 嵓 n 嵓 pple dr仴 s th嚜 earth to 佀 tself,  

嵓 nd th嚜 earth to th嚜 嵓 pple, 

8) 

Through 嚜 mutual force 嚜 f nature th嵓 t holds 仴 ll things, fr嚜 m  

th嚜 pl嵓 nets to th嚜 stars, 佀 n unifying 埜 mbrace.  

9) 

So 仴 ll things 仴 re g嵓 thered 佀 nto one thing: th嚜 universe 嚜 f nature, 佀 n  

wh佀 ch th埜 re are m埜 ny worlds: th嚜 orbs 嚜 f light  

佀 n 嵓 n 佀 mmensity 嚜 f space 嵓 nd time. 

10) 

嵓 nd among th埜 m th埜 r s嵓 tellites, 仴 n one 嚜 f wh佀 ch 佀 s 嚜 part 嚜 f 

nature th嵓 t mirrors nature 佀 n its埜 lf, 

11) 

嵓 nd c嵓 n p仴 nder 佀 ts beauty 嵓 nd s佀 gnificance, 嵓 nd seek to  

嚜 nderstand it: th佀 s is humankind.  
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12) 

仴 ll 嚜 ther things, in th埜 r cycles 嵓 nd rhythms, exist 佀 n 嵓 nd 嚜 f  

th埜 mselves; 

13) 

B嚜 t 佀 n humankind th埜 re 佀 s 埜 xperience 仴 lso, wh佀 ch 佀 s  

wh嚜 t makes good 嵓 nd 佀 ts 仴 pposite.  

14) 

佀 n both 嚜 f wh佀 ch humankind seeks to gr嵓 sp th嚜 meaning 嚜 f things.  

 

A.C. Grayling, The Good Book, Genesis 1  
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1.4 Substitution Fill-in Exercises 

Provided below are a series of sentences with letters missing from the words.  To avoid 

spacing ambiguity arising from mixing typeset, individual words are underlined, with the 

original missing letter provided in Superscript directly proceeding the place-holding box.   

Exercise Instructions: 

Determine the sound of the missing letter in each word, and write in the appropriate 

phonetic character representing the sound needed to complete the word.  Be mindful of 

correct stroke order, and exercise cautious awareness for letters that don’t necessarily 

carry their default vowel sound.   

1) 

□is th□e c□at □on th□e m□at?   

Th□e c□at □is □on th□e m□at. 
 

2) 

Th□e m□an h□as □a p□en.   

□is th□e p□en □in h□is h□and?   

Y□es, □it □is □in h□is h□and.   
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3) 

Th□e f□at h□en □is □on th□e b□ox.   

Th□e r□at r□an fr□om th□e b□ox.   

C□an th□e h□en r□un? 

 

4) 

See R□ab!  See □Ann!  See!   

R□ab h□as th□e h□at.   

C□an □Ann c□atch R□ab?  

 

5) 

□Ann c□an c□atch R□ab.   

See!  She h□as th□e h□at.   
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Now □Ann c□an p□at R□ab.   

L□et me p□at R□ab, too.  

 

6) 

N□ed h□as f□ed th□e h□en.   

She □is □a bl□ack h□en.   

She h□as l□eft th□e n□est.   

See th□e □eggs □in th□e n□est!   

W□ill th□e h□en l□et N□ed g□et  

th□em? 
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7) 

L□et me g□et th□e bl□ack h□at.   

Now N□ed h□as □it □on h□is h□ead, 

□and he □is □a b□ig m□an.   

C□ome, N□at, see th□e b□ig m□an  

w□ith h□is bl□ack h□at.  

 

8) 

N□ed □is □on th□e b□ox.   

He h□as □a p□en □in h□is h□and.  

□A b□ig r□at □is □in th□e b□ox.   
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C□an th□e d□og c□atch th□e r□at?  

C□ome w□ith me, □Ann, □and see  

th□e m□an w□ith □a bl□ack h□at  

□on h□is h□ead.   

Th□e f□at h□en h□as l□eft th□e  

n□est.   

R□un, N□at, □and g□et th□e □eggs. 


